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Plymouth, the same year co-creating awardwinning Papa Sangre — the first real-time
3D-audio game implemented on a handheld
device — a videogame without video.
Since then he’s enjoyed a long run of
projects combining his interest in music and
technology plus a parallel interest in visual arts.
His recent work has examined the point where
sound, cognition and sensation interact.
Tell us about your residency as a sound artist
at Somerset House…
The Somerset House Studios initiative using
former underground Inland Revenue offices as
artist spaces — there are over 70 of us
downstairs with access to CNC machines, 3D
printing, electronics workshops — all here under
The Strand in London — a diverse range of
musicians, writers, dancers, choreographers
and technologists — a really great place to be
based.

Nick Ryan
The sensation of sound: JOHN BROOMHALL speaks to a
noted sound artist and sonic pioneer
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ick Ryan is a multi award-winning
composer, sound designer, artist and
audio specialist, widely recognised as
a leading thinker on the future of
sound. His extensive and diverse practice
involves working with film, motion graphics,
animation, TV drama and documentary,
instrument making and orchestral ensemble.
He’s worked with the MIT Media Lab, the
BANFF Centre for the Arts, the Montreal Film
Festival, Screen Australia, the European
Broadcasting Union, the BFI, BAFTA, TEDx,
Aldeburgh Music, the Royal Institution, Tate,
BBC Research and Development and the UK
government Department of Trade and Industry.
Whilst working with the BBC’s ‘Imagineering’
Department as a futurologist in 2004 he won a
BAFTA for The Dark House, a ground-breaking
interactive binaural (3D audio) Radio Drama
which he co-devised, scored and mixed live on
air on BBC Radio 4.
During this time he co-authored two
government reports The Future of Music and
The Future of Radio which predicted future
global trends in the creation, distribution and
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consumption of music and radio in light of
digital technology. In 2009 he became an
Honorary Doctor of Music at The University of

/ Project Adrift — making music from space debris

Let’s talk about some of these — the Yangtze
River project, for instance. How did that come
about?
Many people will have seen HSBC’s advertising
in air gates around the world — premium poster
sites with a captive audience. The Gatwick
Skybridge — a 200m long glass corridor which
crosses a taxiway — is awkward for advertising,
but when HSBC were celebrating a 15-year
partnership with WWF supporting
conservation of major world rivers and their
wildlife, JWT Live thought a sound installation a
great way of using the site.
I proposed A Living River — using interactive
technology and non-linear playback to install
the sound of the Yangtze in a reactive and
ever-changing way. I wanted to record the river
sounds in the most immersive manner so I also
proposed a custom portable microphone array
we could take to China that matched exactly
the speaker configuration to be installed on the
Skybridge.
There are five playback zones corresponding
to five river zones. My assistant Laurence Greed

and I travelled 2,500km from the upper reaches
of the Yangtze down to Shanghai — 35 locations
in nine days. We took the mic array that I
designed — eight custom-built foldable rigs
each comprised eight DPA 4060s. We spaced
them in a line 10.5m long with a microphone
every 1.5m mimicking the speaker set-up. We
made ancillary recordings with a Neumann
RSM191, a Sennheiser 416, binaural mics and two
hydrophones captured to two 788T Sound
Devices recorders and an Olympus LS-100.
Technical sound designer Davey Williamson
with [PA provider] Delta Sound created A Living
River installation architecture including 60km of
partially subterranean cable routing, labelled
every one metre. Davey programmed the replay
on a Pyramix Ovation system which streamed
80 discrete channels. The 160-speaker set-up
recreated the five zones along the 200m stretch
corresponding to the five regions we recorded
— so as you traverse the Skybridge, you travel
the river (downstream for departures and
upstream for arrivals).
Each zone has at least five ‘scenes’
comprised of multiple layers and the zones and
layers worked independently of each other — so
the permutations are infinite. We also accurately
reflect time of the day, plus there’s a weekly and
monthly cycle for seasonality and a rain ‘scene’
over the top of everything triggered by the
actual weather in China. Over two and a half
years it has been heard by at least 20 million
people.

We built an ‘Orbital Mechanics Simulator’ to
tell where everything was in orbit at any
moment. Several organisations publish digital
reports on space junk that’s tracked by ground
radar weekly — open source data — an Excel
spreadsheet with item names, approximate size,
altitude, orbital inclination, speed etc. We
commissioned computer scientist Dr Daniel
Jones to build a simulator to animate their
trajectories. Our programme can plot the
position of a junk item above the earth relatively
accurately. We figured we could drive Twitter
bots from that. You could tweet a piece of
space junk — it would respond with a piece of

narrative — a sentence but with gaps filled out
by live telemetry data e.g. ‘@nickryanmusic only
<10,641 km> between us now. What’s a few kms
between friends?’ (that <bit> being ‘live’).
I also wanted to drive a live instrument with
the data to generate sound for these items
(which are of course silent) — it comes back to
the listening paradox — I’m particularly
interested in technology sonify-ing inaudible
things — otherwise only represented visually. As
a form of display, sound tells us things we
wouldn’t perceive with visual representation
alone because our auditory cognition is
excellent at recognising patterns across time

What was involved in the 100th anniversary
commission in the Imperial War Museum at
Duxford last year?
The Duxford DX17 sound installation creates a
theatre of listening — it’s about memory — a
sound installation based around a sculpture at
the centre of a darkened space that physically
represented flight [Duxford is a former military
airfield] but was also a listening device. I wanted
people to connect with it physically, and in so
doing hear voices from hundreds of archive
recordings — a portal into history like you’re in a
netherworld between present and past — which
is kind of what listening is all about — the
impossible position of listening is where you’re
‘in the moment’ but you have to refer to
memory for sound to make sense — and in
music refer to the future in order to expect
intervals and timing.
Explain Project Adrift — an extraordinary
concept making music with space junk. What
was the genesis?
Cath La Couteur and I decided to apply jointly
for a grant to make a piece of work. She’d
conducted research into space and asked if I’d
like to collaborate to interpret this strange issue
of space junk. She made a documentary film, I
made an instrument and we created an
interactive experience where you could adopt a
piece of space junk on Twitter, live, which would
communicate with you as it orbited earth. We
could track it and it would tweet you with a
narrative unfolding over four months.
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/ Ryan demonstrates the revolving cylinder instrument built by David Cromer

compared to our visual cognition… Aside from
the political issues of space junk, I wanted to
convey a sense of what these things might feel
like. But what should they sound like?!
Various invited people sent me their ideas of
space junk — some 250 pieces from pigeon
feather to circuit board. I recorded a signal from
each using contact mics to create a specific

sound signature related to material type, size
and acoustics. The resultant 1,000 recordings
were then engraved into the aluminium surface
of this massive revolving cylinder built by the
incredible wizard inventor/mechanical engineer,
David Cromer. He built a cutting head, lathe and
12 motorised styli. The recordings are laid out
like record tracks ‘tonotopically’ from low to

When you’re making sound/music assets,
what are your go-to tools?
I still use pen and paper to map things out.
Tools-wise, my DAWs are Logic 10 and Pro
Tools 10 plus Waves plug-ins and Sound Toys. I
love Transcribe! which plots harmonics in a
recording and Izotope Iris for quickly making
instruments from field recordings. I’ve been
using Sennheiser’s Ambeo Orbit binaural spatial
plug-in. I use Zebra [a synth plug-in from u-he]
and I really love Michael Norris’s crazy spectral
audio plug-ins. I have an RME Fireface UFX and
go-to monitoring is a pair of Mackie 626s. I think
they’re amazing and translate perfectly to
cinema or any system — despite being very old.
HD25s are the best headphones ever, and not
forgetting Audio Finder and Sample manager, a
soldering iron and a glue gun. Actually my
favourite machine is a Brother label maker
which I use obsessively.
Do these projects have a common theme
for you?
I think so — it’s my exploring where the listening
process takes place — whether it’s outside or
inside the body — if it’s inside, to what extent is
that dictated by subjective interpretation? I’ve
always had an interest in memory and
reminiscence — and the intangibility of listening
— the fact that the sense of listening is
improbable because somehow it’s both
intangible but also produces incredibly
sensations in the mind, which are not just sonic
but also multi-sensory — it provokes illusions of
image and smell and taste and touch from
something that’s ethereal. These projects are
exploring that in various ways — one of which is
immersion and attempting portrayal of illusions
of reality as accurately as possible to transport
people to a place and time where they’re not.
Is there a ‘holy grail’ dream project or
unfulfilled ambition gnawing away at you?
Yes! It’s something I’m doing at Somerset
House based on the human voice. I’m building
an installation which explores the sound of
words and their relationship to meaning. Can’t
say exactly how because it’s a secret but…
watch this space!

/ A Living River audio installation at Gatwick airport

Skybridge — A Living River — over two
and a half years, it has been heard by at
least 20 million people
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Finally, is it true you were the first person to
release a record on the internet?
Yes, I think so! My then-manager wanted to
make me the first internet pop star, having set
up one of the UK’s first ISP’s plus the world’s
first internet café. We fostered the idea of an
internet music label but in 1994 potential record
biz collaborators just couldn’t see the point!
Plus ça change…
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high (so the instrument has a register) and
those recordings are mapped to debris size —
for instance a tiny piece coming over triggers a
tiny high sound. The real objects are tracked
entering a 600km radius ‘hole in the sky’ and
‘performed’ by a stylus dropping onto and
playing the corresponding recording until they
disappear from ‘view’.

